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Verse1
Freedom, from the chains that bind
Freedom, is a state of mind

Verse2
Freedom, like a child it cries
Freedom, like a bird it flies

Bridge1
Change is rushing in
Like the tide, a cleansing wind, 
Like the river to the sea
To rewrite our history... 

Verse3
Freedom, can't be bought or sold
Freedom, must be free for all

Bridge2
Peace lies just ahead, 
Not a concept in our head
It will come once we believe, 
It's a goal we can achieve

Chorus1
We all know what to look for
The signs are there to follow
We all rise up to fight for
The ending of our sorrows

We must not stop believing
Of a new way of living
We must continue dreaming
Around the bend is light... 

Breakout

The price to pay is knowledge for everyone
No other way can mankind survive
The road to peace is inside your heart and soul
Just wish it into your life
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Because the way to freedom is just ahead
No other way can we find the light
To she'd this darkness we have been living in
Just wish it into your life

Guitar Solo

Organ Solo

Chorus2 & Fade... 

We all know what to look for
The signs are there to follow
We all rise up to fight for
The ending of our sorrows

We must not stop believing
Of a new way of living
We must continue dreaming
So we can start forgiving

Ah, ahah, aha, aha, aha

Ah, ahah, aha, aha, aha

**Additional verses

Freedom, it's a tale untold
Freedom, lest we live at all
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